
 

  

W I N T E R   C O C K T A I L S 
 
 

Kilburn Collins – 12 
Gin, Fresh Citrus, Soda, Rotating Flavor 

 
*Named after the estate architect Henry Kilburn; based on the drink made famous in The 

Great Tom Collins Hoax of 1874. The prank usually began with a visitor claiming a 
certain ‘Tom Collins’ was about town sullying their name, and that the bartender knew 
where to find him. When the patron would then inquire as to where to find this nefarious 
‘Tom Collins’ fellow, the bartender would proceed to make the guest the infamous drink. 

 
Hudson 75 – 12  

Vodka, Fresh Citrus, Sparkling Wine, Rotating Flavor 
 

*When Charles Dickens visited Boston, way back in 1867, he liked to entertain the 
literary lions of the town in his room at the Parker House with “Tom gin and champagne 
cups,” (sugar, citrus, and champagne) as an 1885 article about the hotel claimed. This 

cocktail appeared in print with the name French 75 in 1927. Our version substitutes 
vodka to highlight rotating ingredients.  

 
Fire on the Mountain – 14  

Tequila, Ancho Chile Liqueur, Poblano Pepper Liqueur, Fresh Lime 
 

*The Margarita has many, varied creation stories, but all appeared shortly after 
prohibition. Our variation includes an ancho (smoked poblano pepper) liqueur - Ancho 

Reyes, as well as a fresh poblano pepper liqueur of the same brand- Ancho Verde. 
Smokey, peppery, spicy yet warming, & refreshing. 

 
Westchester Sour – 14  

Apple Brandy, Allspice, Fresh Lemon, Red Wine Float, Orange & Clove 
 

*A take on the New York Sour first appearing in 1856, handwritten on a Toronto 
saloon’s drink list. It may have first have been made in Chicago, though it wasn’t called 
a New York Sour at that time, but rather a Continental Sour or Southern Whiskey Sour, 

or Claret Snap. Our version uses oldest native distillery, Laird’s own Apple Brandy. 
 

Shinshu Rose – 15  
Iwai Japanese Whiskey**, Fresh Lime, Toschi Amarena Cherry syrup, Benedictine 

 
*A Japanese twist on the classic Jack Rose cocktail, popular in the 1920s and 1930s, 
notably appearing in Ernest Hemingway's 1926 classic, The Sun Also Rises, in which 

Jake Barnes, the narrator, drinks a Jack Rose in the Crillon Paris hotel bar while 
awaiting the arrival of Lady Brett Ashley. Also a favorite of John Steinbeck. 

 
**See our General’s List of Spirits for a Selection of Other Fine Japanese Whiskies. 

 
Carrollcliffe Classic Martini – 15  

Genever, LoFi Dry Vermouth, Absinthe Rinse, Cucumber Essence, Fennel Frond 
 

*Martinis were originally drank with equal parts gin (or genever - the dutch precursor to 
london dry gin), and dry vermouth. Throughout time, palates became drier, but vermouth 

remained an essential component. Post WWI however, vermouth was a rare and 
expensive commodity, thus was born the straight-up martini, essentially just chilled gin. 
It was around this time vodka became a popular substitution as well. Our version rinses 
the glass with absinthe-cucumber essence. Garnished with an estate-grown fennel frond. 

 
Bowman’s Old Fashioned – 15  

Rye Whiskey, Alpine Liqueur, Black Walnut & Lemon bitters, Rosemary, Peat 
 

*Old Fashioneds appeared in print in 1806 in our very own, Hudson, NY. The original 
definition of a cocktail - spirits, bitters, and sugar - Strong, yet Smooth & Classic. The 
"New-Fashioned" appeared after prohibition when people started requesting sweeter 

drinks with muddled fruit and soda to hide the whiskey. Ours uses an alpine liqueur and 
is finished off with an atomized spritz of peaty Islay Scotch for a smokey yet salty aroma. 

. 
The Squire – 16  

Ron Zacapa 23, Becherovka, Branca Menta, Carpano Antica, Rhubarb Bitters 
 

*Phil Ward created the Black Prince cocktail while at Death & Co. in NYC. As the name 
suggests, it is a dark and bold stirred drink. Our variation includes Branca Menta for an 
earthy twist with a hint of mint, rhubarb bitters, and last but not least, Becherovka. Only 
two people may enter the Drogikamr room – where once a week they mix the herbs and 

spices used in this clear Czech spirit. Flamed orange peel to finish. 


